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spiritual and material authority, is hiding something. When it becomes clear that
conquest is not the enemy’s sole aim, Calder resolves to uncover the secret of
Almace. As the system is set ablaze, clashes of faith, strategy and politics ensue
in the capital, and it becomes clear that the forces of the Ecclesiarchy and the
Adeptus Astartes must fight together if they are to have any hope of victory.
Shadowsword Guy Haley 2017-10-17 No-holds-barred tank warfare set amid the
pitiless battlefields of the Warhammer 40,000 galaxy. Arriving in the Geratomro
warzone, Honoured Lieutenant Bannick and the crew of the Baneblade Cortein’s
Honour are assigned as close support to a company of Shadowsword Titan hunters and
find themselves thrust into a deadly battle for the fate of three star systems.
New and deadly allies throw into doubt all that Bannick has been told of the
Imperium, threatening not only his life, but also his soul...
Codex Games Workshop Staff 2006 Fantasirollespil.
Anarch Dan Abnett 2020-01-21 Book 15 in the hugely popular Gaunt's Ghosts series.
The Victory arc concludes as beloved characters are put in more danger than you'll
be able to bear. Fair warning: they're not all going to get out alive. Men of
Tanith… do you want to live forever?’ On the forge world of Urdesh, the massed
forces of the Imperial Crusade engage in a final bloody battle with the Archenemy
commander known as the Anarch, and his elite warriors - the barbaric Sons of Sek.
A victory for either side will decide more than just the fate of Urdesh… it will
determine the outcome of the entire Sabbat Worlds Crusade. Ibram Gaunt – now
serving at the right hand of Warmaster Macaroth – finds himself at the very heart
of the struggle. His regiment, the Tanith First “Ghosts”, holds the vital key to
ultimate success. But as the forces of the Imperium and Chaos square up for the
final, large-scale confrontation, Gaunt discovers that the greatest threat of all
may come from inside rather than out.
Sisters of Battle: The Omnibus James Swallow 2017-09-19 Definitive omnibus edition
of James Swallow's popular Sisters of Battle series. The Adepta Sororitas, or
Sisters of Battle, are the military arm of the Ecclesiarchy, and their remit is to
prosecute the enemies of mankind with extreme prejudice. Uniquely among the
fighting forces of the Imperium, all the warriors of this organisation are female.
Clad in ceremite power armour and armed with an awesome array of wargear, they
fight with fanatical fervor for the glory of the Emperor, scourging both xenos and
heretic alike with bolter and flamer. This omnibus collects together James
Swallow’s two classic Sisters of Battle novels, Faith & Fire and Hammer & Anvil,

Warhammer 40,000 2017
Dark Heresy Owen Barnes 2008 Roleplaying games.
Necromunda 2019
Black Crusade Sam Stewart 2011-10-18 The days of the Imperium of Man are coming to
an end. Are you prepared to embrace Chaos? Throughout the wildly successful
Warhammer 40,000 Roleplay line, one common factor is Chaos- the ubiquitous
antagonist responsible for much of what defines this immersive setting. But with
the release of Black Crusade, players will examine an exciting new set of
character motivations. Are the agents of Chaos truly the enemies of humanity, or
are they merely deluded slaves to powers beyond their comprehension? Black Crusade
offers players a chance to explore the depth of this universe in a unique new way,
and it gives Game Masters of all four Warhammer 40,000 Roleplay titles the
ultimate toolkit to create engaging new villains. Black Crusade is an exciting,
new, standalone addition to Fantasy Flight Games' popular Warhammer 40,000
Roleplay line, offering players an entirely new perspective on the conflict
between the Imperium of Man and the forces of Chaos. This groundbreaking concept
delivers the opportunity to play as an agent of Chaos, whether as a Chaos Space
Marine or a human Servant of Chaos.
X/1999 CLAMP (Mangaka group) 1998 Japan's greatest seer, the blind prophet Hinoto,
has foretold the end of the world. At the center of her prophecy is a young man
named Kamui Shiro, who possesses startling psychic powers. Although Kamui's future
seems to have been predetermined from his birth, he has a choice--save the earth,
or destroy it.
Eberron Keith Baker 2004 Provides guidance and fresh angles to the Dungeons &
dragons game Eberron.
Apocalypse Josh Reynolds 2019-07-09 Forces from several Space Marine Chapters
mobilise to defend the cardinal world of Almace from an invasion by the twisted
traitors of the Word Bearers. But unbeknownst to the forces of the Imperium,
conquest is not the enemy’s sole aim… Book 5 in the Space Marine Conquest Series
Lieutenant Heyd Calder is a Primaris Marine whose mastery of warfare is matched
only by his diplomatic prowess. Under the orders of Roboute Guilliman, he is
deployed to Almace, a minor seat of the Ecclesiarchy, to protect the world at
whatever cost. Yet even as diabolical forces leer from the system's edge, Calder
discovers that the capital's Cardinal-Governor, a sharp, inscrutable figure of
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along with the prose version of the audio drama Red & Black.
Disciples of the Dark Gods Alan Bligh 2008-10-01 Dark conspiracies, blasphemous
cults, and corrupting chaotic powers are ever present threats to the Imperium. Yet
searching out such hidden horrors is the task of the Inquisition, for who else
will save mankind from these threats? Disciples of the Dark Gods features in-depth
descriptions of a variety of cults, organizations, and factions for Acolytes and
Inquisitors to infiltrate and expose. Plus backgrounds on internal feuds,
factionalism, and personal rivalries that constantly threaten to weaken the Godemperor's domain. Wanted Heretics of the Calixis Sector: Complete descriptions of
eight of the most notorious and dangerous villains at large and declared
Excommunicate Tratoris. The House of Dust and Ash-a scenario for experienced
Acolytes with an exciting mix of action, horror, and investigation. Not for the
faint-hearted! A copy of the Dark Heresy Core Rulebook is needed to use this
supplement.
Faith and Fire James Swallow 2006-03-28 When a dangerous psychic terrorist escapes
from their custody, the Sisters of Battle not only have to hunt down and recapture
him, but also need to restore their honour in the eyes of their superiors.
Ramonst A.F Knott 2016-11-18 Hidden in the mountains of East Tennessee, an elevenyear old goes about the business of being a boy during the summer of 1970. Within
a balance of terror and innocence, he bears silent witness to ghosts of the dead
and the cruelties of a teenage killer while local justice plays out in a community
carved from legacies of coal mining and religion.
Codex Craftworld Eldar Gavin Thorpe 1999-09
Steel Roses Rena Freefall 2019-11-07 When the chance to run arrives, Beldon
doesn't think twice about escaping into the shadows of an enchanted castle locked
in an eternal winter. He just wants to bury a secret. But the castle is a cold,
cruel place and his host is less than welcoming. The sparks that fly between them
are icy and aggressive; the tension building until one night it almost costs
Beldon his life. Then things change. Beldon's attention turns to the shadowy Beast
and the mystery that surrounds him. There is a curse to be broken after all and
Beldon promised to help find a mysterious figure known as Beauty. However, Beldon
did not expect his secret to resurface within this frozen castle and as such he is
forced to confront himself and answer one question. As he and The Beast grow
closer, does he want this Beauty found?~~~~ The original draft for the community
who wanted a physical copy~
The Art of Ian Miller Ian Miller 2014-04-15 Featuring over 300 pieces of artwork
spanning decades of Ian's work, this collection is a treat for all lovers of great
fantasy art - from Lovecraft novel covers to Tolkien bestiaries to Warhammer
40,000 concept art, through a veritable trove of gothic humour, fantasy battles,
dragons, beasts and a world of nightmarish visions.
Shroud of Night Andy Clark 2018-02-20 An band of elite Chaos Space Marines from
the Alpha Legion undertake a deadly stealth mission to infiltrate a heavily
defended Imperial world. Upon the oceanic hive world of Tsadrekha, the darkness of
the Noctis Aeterna is held at bay by the golden light of a unique beacon. Yet as
sharks are drawn to blood, so the ravening warbands of the Heretic Astartes circle
the planet, warring to claim this rich prize for their Dark Gods. Now, one of
those warlords has deployed a secret weapon to end the deadlock. Kassar and his
elite band of Alpha Legionnaires, the Unsung, must infiltrate the planet, using
all their cunning and warrior skill to overcome the planet's defenders and corrupt
the beacon. They need to work fast, for none other than Khârn the Betrayer himself
has come to lead the final assault. As a rising tide of apocalyptic warfare
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consumes Tsadrekha, Kassar and his brothers must race for the prize or be consumed
by the fury of the storm.
Tome of Magic Matthew Sernett 2006 The Tome of Magic supplement presents three new
kinds of magic that you can integrate easily into any Dungeons & Dragons campaign.
These magic "subsystems" function alongside the existing D&D magic system and
offer new game mechanics, character options, a
Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay Fantasy Flight Games 2009-02-28 Heroes rise from all
walks of life in Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay. From the lowly peasant or meagre rat
catcher to the wealthy noble or questing knight, fate might snare anyone in its
fickle web. The Career Compendium is designed as the ultimate, comprehensive
career reference for both players and Game Masters, and explores the many
different paths heroes may take during their adventures. The Career Compendium
includes the following: More than 220 official careers spanning the entire breadth
of the Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay line. Eight brand new careers, including the
Dilettante, Farmer, and Rapscallion. Expanded, full-page career entries, providing
new insights and details for players and Game Masters alike. Revised character
creation charts and references covering the entire range of basic starting
careers. Hundreds of new adventure seeds and plot hooks to enhance your campaign.
Master Indices and charts organising the entire range of careers in a variety of
ways for easy reference and research. Updates, official errata, and clarifications
for previously published careers. The Career Compendium is an invaluable resource
for anyone who plays Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay. Capture the rich, vibrant life of
the Old World through the eyes of your Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay characters.
Red Storm Rising Tom Clancy 1993 The superpowers hurtle towards global conflict,
in this chillingly authentic vision of modern warfare.
Black Crusade: The Tome of Excess Kendall Butner 2013-05-31 The Tome of Excess is
a sinfully indulgent supplement for Black Crusade! Devoted to the Dark God
Slaanesh and his followers, this comprehensive hardcover book introduces four new
Heretic Archetypes, along with cruel weapons, rules for empowering minions, new
Daemon Engines, and more. Expanded rules for social interactions, Infamy, and dark
rituals help players of all alignments, and in the included adventure, the
Heretics must best a Pirate Prince of the Ragged Helix!
Deathwatch Fantasy Flight Games 2012-06-12
The Infinite and The Divine Robert Rath 2021-07-20 Explore a story told across the
millennia that delves deep into a pair of fascinating necron characters, their
relationship and their plans for the galaxy. Before the being called the Emperor
revealed Himself, before the rise of the aeldari, before the necrontyr traded
their flesh for immortal metal, the world was born in violence.Even when they
inhabited bodies of flesh, Trazyn the Infinite and Orikan the Diviner were polar
opposites. Trazyn, a collector of historical oddities, presides over a gallery
full of the most dangerous artefacts – and people – of the galactic past. Orikan,
a chronomancer without peer, draws zodiacs that predict and manipulate the future.
But when an artefact emerges that may hold the key to the necrons’ next evolution,
these two obsessives enter a multi-millennia game of cat and mouse that ends
civilisations, reshapes timelines, and changes both forever. As riddles unwind and
ancient secrets are revealed, the question remains: will their feud save the
necron race or destroy it?
Stormcaller Chris Wraight 2015-09-24
Codex Armageddon Andy Chambers 2000-07
The Ashes of Prospero Gav Thorpe 2018-03-06 Space Wolf Runepriest Njal Stormcaller
ventures into the Great Rift and the ruins of Prospero to save his long lost
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battle-brothers. Goaded by the shade of the long dead sorcerer Izaak, High
Runepriest Njal Stormcaller gathers together a disparate warband of Space Wolves
to brave the Great Rift and return to the ruins of Prospero. If Izaak is to be
believed, a force of the lost Thirteenth Company remains trapped within the old,
labyrinthine city of Tizca, and if Njal can free them then he will not only be rid
of the sorcerer but he will also rescue his ancient brothers. But the Thousand
Sons still linger in the ashes of their former world as well as other, darker
adversaries, and they will not allow the Wolves to pass through without a fight.
The Grey Knights Omnibus Ben Counter 2014-08 This omnibus features the novels
'Grey Knights', 'Dark Adeptus', and 'Hammer of Daemons'.
Deacon of Wounds David Annandale 2021-02-02 Spine-chilling Warhammer Horror novel
set in the Warhammer 40,000 Universe. The planet of Theotokos is dying of thirst.
For years, Arch-Deacon Ambrose has done everything in his power to help the
people. Charismatic, virtuous, pious, he is as beloved as the corrupt Cardinal
Lorenz, who hoards the water reserves beneath the Ecclesiarchal Palace, is feared.
When Lorenz dies, Ambrose’s moment has arrived. As good as his intentions are, he
is also proud. He will be the saviour Theotokos needs, and bring the relief of
water to the suffering. But there is something worse than drought to come.
Lorenz’s death unleashes a terrible plague, soon to be known as the Grey Tears. As
Ambrose struggles to save Theotokos from the Grey Tears, the unnatural nature of
the plague becomes clearer and clearer, and he is driven to more and more extreme
measures. He fears malign forces lurk behind the Grey Tears. The truth is worse
than his most awful imaginings.
Rogue Trader: Battlefleet Koronus Andy Chambers 2011-03-30 Battlefleet Koronus is
an extensive sourcebook for the Warhammer 40,000 Rogue Trader Roleplay Game,
covering the myriad starships traversing the Koronus Expanse. It also provides a
host of enemy starships to challenge Explorers, and delves into the rich history
of the Imperial Navy and Battlefleet Calixis. With new rules on Nova Cannons,
torpedoes, attack crafts, and squadrons, plus new options for outfitting player
ships, this book is perfect for players and GMs alike!
Hereticus Dan Abnett 2015-09-15 Part three of the epic Eisenhorn trilogy returns
Hunted by his former allies as a radical and enemy of the Imperium, Inquisitor
Gregor Eisenhorn must fight to prove that he remains loyal as he tracks down a
dangerous heretic whom the Inquisition believes dead – the dread former Inquisitor
Quixos. As he grows more desperate for victory, Eisenhorn uses ever darker means
to achieve his goals – but how far can he go using the weapons of the enemy until
he becomes that very enemy – and no different to the traitor he hunts?
Craft: Volume 01 Carla Sinclair 2006-10 Presents a project-based magazine
dedicated to the renaissance within the world of crafts. This premier issue
features 23 projects such as making a programmable LED shirt, turning dud shoes
into great knitted boots, felt an iPod cocoon, embroider a skateboard, and others.
Daemonifuge Kev Walker 2002 Deep in the cells of the Convent Prioris, a woman
touched by an inestimable force, sits in darkness. She is Ephrael Stern, Sister of
Battle, an elite force vowed to root out heresy and corruption wherever they find
it. She was discovered wandering alone on the barren world of Parnis, her unit
destroyed, her body torn, her mind riven by madness -- and with a power inside her
inextricably linked to the taint of Chaos.This exclusive graphic novel is
presented in a sumptuous, oversized, hardcover edition and presents the entire
first book of the awesome Daemonifuge re-edited and re-collected with additional,
never-before-seen material. Daemonifuge: The Screaming Cage features stunning
black & white CGI artwork, echoed today by titles such as Marvel's War Machine.
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Astorath: Angel of Mercy Guy Haley 2022-03-01 Discover the story of Astorath. one
of the Blood Angels' most fascinating characters! Following the Devastation of
Baal and the arrival of the Primarch Roboute Guilliman’s Indomitus Crusade,
Commander Dante of the Blood Angels has been appointed Lord Regent of all Imperium
Nihilus. Working with the successor chapters of the Blood Angels, Dante commands
that the area around the Red Scar be scouted in preparation for reconquest. The
Red Wings’ sweep has led them to the foetid world of Dulcis, dangerously near to
the Cicatrix Maledictum itself. Decimated by the tyranids during the war for Baal
and only lightly reinforced by Primaris Space Marines, the Red Wings Chapter are
in no position to deal with the events that unfold there. Strange psychic
phenomenon and a deadly xenos enemy threaten the great hope of all the Chapters of
the Blood – that the flaw in Sanguinius’ geneseed has at last been tamed. Drawn by
the Black Rage to Dulcis, Astorath the Grim, Lord High Chaplain and Redeemer of
the Lost, comes to aid the Red Wings. But what he discovers there will shake the
Chapters of the Blood to their very core.
Hammer of Daemons Ben Counter 2008 In the nightmare future of Warhammer 40,000, a
superhuman warrior must battle his way free from a world of daemons.
Bestsellers: Popular Fiction since 1900 C. Bloom 2002-07-09 This guide and
reference work of all of the bestselling books, authors and genres since the
beginning of the 20th century, provides an insight into over 100 years of
publishing and reading as well as taking us on a journey into the heart of the
British imagination.
Of Honour and Iron Ian St Martin 2018-09-04 The age of the Dark Imperium has
begun, and the human race is poised on the brink of ruin. In their darkest hour,
the Emperor’s servants have achieved the impossible: the resurrection of the
Primarch Roboute Guilliman. Now Lord Commander of the Imperium of Man, Guilliman
marshals his forces in a desperate effort to drive back the predations of Chaos:
the Indomitus Crusade. Dispatched ahead of the bulk of Guilliman’s war fleets,
Chaplain Helios of the Ultramarines is entrusted by the risen primarch with a
mission of vital importance. Will he achieve a crucial victory for Guilliman in
time, or will a millennia-old obsession spell his doom? And just what manner of
weapons will be needed to wage the war to save mankind?
Lord of the Dark Millennium: The Dan Abnett Collection Dan Abnett 2021-01-19 A
massive collection of fantastic short stories from New York Bestselling author Dan
Abnett, collated together for the first time. A must read for all Abnett fans!
From the bloody battlefields of the Sabbat Crusade, the clandestine world of the
Inquisition and the grand stage of the galaxy-defining Horus Heresy, this
anthology brings together the entire collection of Warhammer 40,000 and Horus
Heresy short stories by esteemed science fiction and New York Times bestselling
author Dan Abnett for the first time. Featured in these pages are classic tales
such as ‘Thorn Wishes Talon’ and ‘A Ghost Return’ alongside lesser known gems such
as ‘Midnight Rotation’ and ‘Eternal’. Each story adds depth and nuance to the
author’s most celebrated characters, including Ibram Gaunt, Gregor Eisenhorn,
Horus Aximand, Shadrak Meduson and many more. Containing well over thirty stories
and charting a legacy over twenty years in the making, Lord of the Dark Millennium
is the definitive Black Library short fiction collection of Dan Abnett.
First and Only Dan Abnett 2015-01-01 The Sabbat World have been lost to the
Imperium for many long centuries. Now, a crusade fights to reclaim them. In its
midst are Colonel-Commissar Ibram Gaunt and his "Ghosts", the brave men of the
Tanith First-and-Only. As they survive battle after battle, Gaunt and his men
uncover an insidious plot to unseat the crusade's warmaster, a move that threatens
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to destabilise the war effort and undo all the good work and sacrifice of millions
of soldiers. With no one to trust and nowhere to turn, Gaunt must find a way to
expose the conspiracy and save his men from a needless death.
Honour Imperialis Aaron Dembski-Bowden 2014-05-13 Omnibus of three novels
featuring the Imperial Guard - Dead Men Walking, Cadian Blood, and Redemption
Corps. The Imperial Guard: known with good reason as ‘the Hammer of the Emperor’,
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and possibly the single largest military force that the galaxy has ever seen. The
tales of heroism and desperate futility surrounding the men and women of the Guard
are many – this omnibus contains the exploits of the famous Cadian and ruthless
Death Korp of Krieg regiments, as well as the fearsome storm troopers of the
Redemption Corps.
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